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Wecalculate the effective light absorption coefficient K(c..~)and the
frequency-integrated absorption! = fK(c~,)dci, caused by spatially dis-
persive excitons in a semiconductor film. Asharp decrease of! is found for
small masses and long lifetimes of the exciton. Oscillations of! as a func-
tion ofthickness are also reported.

1. INTRODUCTION whereE~ is a (real) background dielectric constant, 4~q3
is the oscillator strength and T = 1 fr is again the inverse

IT IS WELL KNOWN that exciton polantons, i.e. cxci- oscillator lifetime. The energy velocity VE, defmed as
tations ofmixed exciton—photon character, are gener- the ratio between Poynting vectorand energy density,
atedwhen light interactswith excitons in semiconduc- tends to zero linearly as r is let to zero for all ftc-
tors. According to Pekar [I] and Hopfield [2], quencies in the “stop band”, WT ~ ~.‘ ~ ~~-‘L=

conversion of photons into polaritons (a process taking ~ + 4ir(3/eo)”2. It follows that the light absorption
place at the crrstal surface) shouldnot in itself be coefficient, given by K = VET, does not vanish in this
regarded as a “photon absorption” event. An actual loss limit. In particular, the frequency-integrated absorption
of energy flowingwith the beam only occurs when the j = fK(c~~)dw remains constant and fInite as T-÷0and
polariton is scattered away from the beam. This ~ equals
happen due to agents such as phonons or imperfections
that cause the polariton to change its state within a 4 = 2ir2(3c4/c4’2. (2)
mean lifetime r. Eachscattering event attenuates the The apparent contradictionbetween the two points
polariton beamwhich then converts backinto an attenu- of view summarized above is the main concern of this
ated light beam at the outgoing crystal surface. Pekar note. We show by explicit calculation that when a finite
[I] and Hopfield [2] have argued that the frequency- exciton massMis allowed for, that is when the classical
integrated light attenuation must vanish in the zero- dielectric function equation (1) is replaced by the
scatteringlimit, T = hr ~ O~ “spatially dispersive” form

From a different point of view, Loudon [3] has
investigated the propagation of electromagnetic energy e(w, q) = Co + (3)
through a classical absorbing dielectric with a single 2 + — — iwr
resonant frequency ~T- The dielectric function is M

(1) then a properly defmed integrated absorption coefficient= e
0 + ~_~2 —i(~r doesvanishas l’-~O.

Technically, there is some ambiguity in the defi-
nition of an absorption coefficient when the exciton

* Presently at: FIAT Research Contract, PULS, Labora- mass is finite as in (3) because of the well-known par-
tori Nazionali di Frascati, Italy. tition of the incident energy into two modes [4, 5], each
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Fig. 1. Calculated integrated effective absorption coefficient of an exciton polariton in a film as a function of
damping. The parameters are arbitrarily chosen to model the is exciton of Pb12 - The slight deviations of all curves
from the classical value as well as fromone another for large r are an artefact due to our finite integration domain.

with a different spatial damping. We have avoided the polarization should vanish at both surfaces. We do not
difficulty by defining an effective absorption coefficient concern ourselves here with the many intricacies of the
K [61in terms of observable quantities, the reflectivity a.b.c problem [11]; Pekar’s condition is simple, it
R and the transmission Tin a filmgeometry. The rel- does conserve energy [12] and it has been shown to
evant formulae for R and Tare standard [1], and many workwell enough in many practical cases [5, 13, 14].
calculations illustrating their features as due to spatial The resulting R(w, d) and T(w, d) are sinular to
dispersion are available for this geometry [6—91.We those reported by several authors [7—9]andwill not be
want to emphasize that our attention here is focussed on reproduced here.We then proceed to fitat eachw the
the behaviour of light attenuationwith I’ while we wish calculated R and T values withR’ and T’ obtained for a
to keep everythingelse (choice of additional boundary classical (non-spatially dispersive) film [15] of the same
condition, detailed form ofdamping process, etc.) as thickness d. The two parameters of the best fit — which
simple and unsophisticated as possible. is verynon-linear and is therefore carried out numeri-

cally [16] — are the real and imaginary part of an effec-
2. CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS tive refractive index ~i= n + ik. We finally obtain the

“effective absorption coefficient” [61 of the semicon-
We consider a semiconductor film of thickness d, ductor in the film as~ d) = 2w/c/c. ThusK is oper-described by the dielectric function (3). Excitons have ationally defined as the absorption coefficient of a film

mass Mand damping of classical material producing the same optical response

F’(q) = 1’ + cq
2 (4) as that of the actual spatially dispersive film. The reason

why K so defined now depends on the thickness d —

where cq~has the form required by, e.g. acoustic whereas it is of course thickness independent in a truly
phonon scattering [10]. Wewill, however, usually pre- classical case — is that the two polariton fields E

1 , E2 get
sent results for constant r (c = 0) since they are (except attenuated with distance very differently from one
for lineshape ofK(w) [6]) very similar to those for another, whereby the total energy isnot a simple expo-
c ~ 0. The normal incidence reflectivity R and trans- nential with distance (except when the thickness is much
mission T of the film are calculated with Pekar’s method larger than the decay length of one of the two modes).
[1] which relates the incident, reflected and transmitted The w-dependence of the effective absorption coef-
fields E0, ER, ET, respectively, to the fields of the two ficient exhibits a characteristic lineshape. Typical
polaritonmodes inside the film, namely E1 E2 (propa. examples are those of Fig. 1 in [6]. The classically sharp
gating forward) andE~,E~(propagating backward). The asymmetric peak between WT and WL becomes “trunc-
additional boundarycondition (a.b. c) chosen for our ated” whenMis decreased and there is a strong
purposes is Pekar’s [4] requirement that the exciton
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Fig. 2. Thickness dependence of the integrated effective absorption coefficient. The oscillations are attributable to
interference between the two polariton modes.

reduction of absorption at each frequency in the stop- We have attempted to make contact with an earlier
band. treatment by Davydov and Serikov [181. Starting with a

This reduction is well reflected in the integrated microscopic approach, which deals with both the photon
absorption !(d) = f do., K(w, d) of Fig. 1. For any given field and the exciton—phonon field quantum.
mass one can identify a (broadly defined) critical value mechanically, the authors also arrived at the conclusion
of rbelow which! drops from a value very close to the that a critical value of damping exists belowwhich the
classical limit (2) down toward zero. However, we find absorption drops. However, their critical value is set by
that the critical value of damping is very mass-dependent. the mode-mode gap at q = WTC  ~, roughly given by
Our calculations show that it decreases steadily when the 1/2

- . . . . f w~(4irj3/eo) (5)mass is increased, as illustrated by Fig. I - (We attnbute
the absence of a drop forM= 5 x lO

4me to our With the parameters adopted for Fig. 1 this is about
inability, for numerical reasons, to go below F = 0.18eV, i.e. two orders ofmagnitude larger than our
0.1 meV.) This behaviour strongly suggests that I,~,= numerical results for I’~i~i~’given by the knee of! vs F
!(M= 00) eventually becomes a non-analyticfunction of in Fig. 1. Furthermore, the result (5) ismass-
F, i.e. L.(F -+ 0) = 4 in agreementwith Loudon [3] and independent while ours is very critically dependent on
only for r identically zero does 4 ever vanish. M. At present, the reasons for this disagreement are not

The constancy of! when F -÷0 found by Loudon clear to us. Phenomenological and microscopic
[3] can then be ascribed to the infinite mass assumption approaches should, in principle, agree, particularly since
and the consequent lack of polariton propagation. quantum effects (e.g. stimulated emission) are not

Fora finite mass, the occurrence of transparency expected to be important in this case. (The main differ.
for F -÷0 confirms Pekar’s and Hopfield’s idea that ence between atomsand free excitons is in fact that
undamped polaritons do not cause optical absorption. inversion in one well-defined quantum state is much
This situation is reminiscent of a one dimensional harder to achieve for the latter.) We can only point out
version of the well-known optical theorem of scattering that a critical damping as high as (5) should imply that
theory [17]: the total scattering cross.section and the practically all known optically allowed excitons are
imaginary part of the forward scattering amplitude are narrow enough to be well inside the anomalous regime
proportional to one another. In our case, the total cross- which does not seem to be the case.
section for polaritons to scatter into any other state is It is also of interest to examine the dependence of
proportional to F while the absorptive forward ampli. the integrated effective absorption I upon the film
tude is related to K since the beam propagates across the thickness d.We see from Fig. 2 that while I is low and
film like ~ constant for large enoughd, it generally increases and
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picks up an oscillatingbehaviour as the thickness 4. CONCLUSIONS
decreases. The oscillations, clearly attributable to inter-
ference of the two polariton modes in the film, cease We have presented here a calculation of effectivelight absorption coefficients and of integrated absorp-
when the thickness exceeds the w-averaged decay length tion of a semiconductor film which explicitly exhibitsof at least one of the two modes. As Fig. 2 shows, this is the behaviour to be expected when spatial dispersion of
of order 1000 A in the present case. the exciton is important. Our main result is containedin

Fig. 1 which shows how the integrated absorption drops
3. POSSIBILITY OF when the exciton lifetime exceeds a critical value. ThisEXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATION critical damping in turn decreases with the mass in away

Our formulation in terms of an effective absorption which connectswell with Loudon’s classical calculation.
coefficientK (w, d) and integrated absorption !(d) has Our numerical values for the critical damping, however,
the advantage that it can be compared directly with are much smaller than those suggested by Davydov and
experiment. In fact, most authors extract the optical Serikov. An experimental test of our results, including
constants of their films using the classical formulae [151 an oscillatory thickness-dependence of the integrated
so that their reported absorption coefficient is directly absorption, is in principle possible in PbI2 as well as in
comparable with our results, othermaterials which are presently being considered.

The strong damping-dependence (that is, in practice, Finally, the dependence of light attenuation on mass
temperature dependence) of absorption and integrated and damping described here can also be of importance in
absorption demonstrated by Fig. 1, as well as the thick- other phenomena such as photoconductivity, photo.
ness dependence of Fig. 2 should be observable in all luminescence and resonant light scattering.
cases where F falls below its critical value at low T. The
present numerical investigation has been arbitrarily
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